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Introduction

This paper addresses text mining which is the process of applying algorithms to obtain
meaningful information from unstructured text. A common application of text mining is to
summarize, browse, organize, and classify a large set of documents quickly and efficiently, as
outlined by Aggarwal and Zhai (2012).

Our objective is to apply the text mining technique called Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) on Yelp reviews to classify them into business types. We chose LDA because it is one
of the most widely used methods in unsupervised topic modeling. This method consists of
finding the main topics that accurately describe a set of several documents.

LDA is a relevant method of text clustering because the large volume of information in
documents complicates our ability to classify them into topics by hand. This method will
give you the probability that a word is related to a topic. However, it is not able to determine
how many topics are present in the documents, thus you are required to tell the model how
many topics you think are in the documents. You also must look through the list of words
that LDA suggests is related to a topic and give the topic a name. For example, LDA will
tell you that {Apples, Bananas, Oranges} are related to the same topic, but you must tell
the model that the topic is Fruit.

This paper includes a literature review on text mining with an emphasis on Latent
Dirichlet Allocation. It also provides a brief outline of the theoretical component of LDA.
Additionally, we apply LDA to Yelp reviews and assess how well it performs at classifying
them into business types. The paper will conclude with a discussion of our findings.

Literature Review

Although the concept of text analytics is not a new phenomenon, the interest in this topic
has grown exponentially over the past decade. Luhn (1958) proposed in the IBM Journal of
Research and Development that intelligence systems will “utilize data-processing machines
for auto-abstracting and auto-encoding of documents and for creating interest profiles for
each of the “action points” in an organization”. Later theorizing that with higher order
computing power, documents could be, “automatically abstracted, characterized by a word
pattern, and sent automatically to appropriate action points”.

Hearst (1999) viewed “large text collections as a resource to be tapped in order to produce
better text analysis algorithms.” He describes the available text as “a resource” we can use
to develop the best methods of analysis. This brings to light two of the main components
and challenges of text mining, which are large-scale bulk data collection and the ability to
draw meaningful conclusions from the data. The paper explores the theoretical relationship
between text data mining and “computational linguistics, category metadata, and to uncover
social impact”. However, the computing power and the availability of bulk data when this
paper was written are not nearly comparable to today.

Though the field of analytics was aware of the theorized power of text mining, it was
amplified when Blei et al. (2003) discovered, “a generative probabilistic model for collections
of discrete data such as text corpora” which is more commonly known as the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation(LDA) method of topic modeling. This model allows text to be parsed, read and
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“modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying set of topics.” That is, the researcher chooses
the number of topics in a set of documents and aims to develop relevant conclusions from
the data. The model sorts individual words that have a degree of significance into the topics.
The challenge of the model is contingent on the interpretation of the researcher. For example,
the frequency of the word “clean” has significance when describing the opinion of a hotel,
yet bears less significance when analyzing the opinion of a political article.

For purposes of analyzing sentiment, opinion, and social impact, analyzing individual
words without context poses a problem with ambiguity. Bagheri et al. (2013) describe Latent
Dirichlet Markov Allocation (LDMA) as a method “based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which emphasizes on extracting multi-word topics
from text data.” Compared to LDA, LDMA is a “four-level hierarchical Bayesian model
where topics are associated with documents, words are associated with topics and topics
in the model can be presented with single or multi-word terms.” The development of this
technique seeks to eliminate the ambiguity that comes with sentiment analysis and opinion
mining.

Recently, the availability of cheap bulk data and free text such as reviews and social media
profiles have allowed researchers and businesses to text mine on an immense scale. Bachrach
(2015) proposes that ”mining data from social networks allow us to make relatively accu-
rate judgments regarding properties of a profile owner, including personality, demographic
traits and even sexual orientation, religion and political opinions.” Particularly, his study
compares how Facebook Profiles and C.V.s affect perception on job-suitability. In this study,
interviewers were asked to provide an overall rating between 0 and 100 to candidates that
volunteered their CV or Facebook profile for analysis and to write a paragraph of free text
explaining the rating. The author uses LDA to cluster the words from the textual feedback
(e.g. experience, education, skills, college, school, degree, etc.) and determine the key crite-
ria or topic (e.g. education) discussed in the paragraph. This paper provides an interesting
application of the many ways in which LDA can be used.

Theory

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), first introduced by Blei et al. (2003), is a generative
probabilistic model of a large set of documents, called the corpus, which assigns topics to
documents. The authors define words as the basic units in this model indexed by {1, . . . , V },
a document is a sequence of N words denoted by w = (w1, w2, ..., wN) and the corpus is
a collection of M documents denoted by D = {w1, w2, ..., wM}. LDA assumes that each
document contains a number of topics and that each word within this document can be
associated to a topic, denoted by zn for each word, with a certain probability.

For each document w, the LDA model described by Blei et al. (2003) proceeds as follows:

1. Choose how many words, N , each document contains according to a Poisson distribu-
tion (N ∼ Poisson(λ))

2. Choose which topics should be assigned to a document according to a Dirichlet dis-
tribution over K topics (θ ∼ Dirichlet(α), where α is a vector of size K where each
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component is strictly positive and needs to be estimated and θ is a K-dimensional
random variable). Where the probability density function for θ is:

p(θ|α) =
Γ(
∑K

i=1 αi)∏K
i=1 Γ(αi)

θα1−1
1 · · · θαK−1

K ,

where Γ(x) is the Gamma function.

3. Generate each word of the N words in the documents by:

• Choosing a topic for the word according to a multinomial distribution (zn ∼
Multinomial(θ))

• Use the topic to generate the word, i.e. choose a word wn from p(wn|zn, β) a
multinomial probability conditioned on the topic, where β is a (K×V ) matrix of
fixed quantities that need to be estimated.

LDA makes use of the Dirichlet distribution which is the generalization of the beta
distribution. It assigns probabilities to two or more distinct categories. For example, if we
had a set of n items, we could group them into m groups and the Dirichlet distribution will
give us the probability of obtaining each of those groups.

Blei et al. (2003) define the joint distribution of a topic mixture, θ, a set of N topics z,
and a set of N words w, given the parameters α and β as

p(θ, z,w|α, β) = p(θ, α)
N∏
n=1

p(zn|θ)p(wn|zn, β)

For our analysis, we already have a set of documents, the Yelp reviews, therefore we
do not need to generate documents as outlined above. We use LDA to learn which topic is
associated to each word from the given documents. LDA determines potential topics based
on how often words appear together in all of the documents within the corpus. Thus, a
document can be assigned multiple topics and there is a probability associated with each
topic. Empirically, this is achieved by using Gibbs sampling. We use a similar approach to
authors de Groof and Xu (2017) which proceeds as follows:

1. Choose K, the number of topics that are in the set of documents

2. Randomly assign one of the K topics to each word in a document

3. Calculate the proportion of words in each document assigned to a topic

4. Calculate the proportion of topics in all of the documents that are due to the word w

5. Reassign w to a new topic by calculating the probability that topic z generated the
word w, based on the probability outlined in step 3 from the LDA model.

6. Repeat step 5 approximately 10,000 times until the probability that topic z generated
the word w is significantly high. It is up to your discretion to decide on the acceptable
threshold for this probability.
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Most topic models such as LDA are unsupervised learning methods which do not require
labeled data but the number of topics has to be specified in advance. If the number of
topics is unknown, we need to find the optimal number of topics. The following authors
have developed approaches that can be used to determine the optimal number of topics:
Arun et al. (2010) and Cao et al. (2009) detect the optimal number of topics by finding the
minimum point on the metric versus number of topics curve while Deveaud et al. (2014) and
Griffiths and Steyvers (2004); Ponweiser (2012) search for the maximum point.

Data

The Yelp reviews dataset, downloaded from Kaggle1, contains user reviews on different types
of businesses. The dataset is suitable for application of topic modeling as it contains large
volumes of data (over 2.5 million of entries) covering businesses of broad categories and
subcategories. The reviews in the Yelp dataset are approximately 100-words long on average.
This allows us to select data with meaningful categories and reviews of sufficient lengths to
apply LDA. In addition, the Kaggle dataset provides the categories for businesses of the
reviews. LDA does not require you to know the categories ahead of time, however knowing
these categories allow us to verify the clustering performance.

Methodology

Data exploration and preparation

We use data from the yelp review.csv and the yelp business.csv files in this project. The
yelp review.csv contains 9 attributes: review id, user id, business id, stars, date, text, use-
ful, funny, cool. The yelp business.csv has 13 attributes: business id, name, neighborhood,
address, city, state, postal code, latitude, longitude, stas, review count, is open, categories.
The categories are derived by LDA from the text data of the Yelp review file and then we
verify them with the categories provided in the yelp business.csv file.

The large size of the yelp review.csv file makes it impossible to load the whole dataset
into memory. Our objective is not to evaluate the whole dataset but to select a small volume
of data with suitable categories to apply and assess how well LDA detects the topics which
are relevant to the businesses.

We select a few well separated categories which are: Doctor, Fitness, Pets, and Steak-
houses. Then, we sample a fraction of data for our analysis. The first 500,000 entries from
yelp review.csv are read into memory and saved into 5 separate .csv files each of which con-
tain 100,000 entries. From each of the files, we extract samples into a data frame for each of
the four categories. Then we merge the five data frames into one data frame for each of the
four categories.

We also remove samples with short reviews (i.e. fewer than 250 characters) since they
may not have enough information that is relevant to business categories. The distribution of
the review text length, measured in number of characters, is shown in Figure 1 and is fairly

1https://www.kaggle.com/yelp-dataset/yelp-dataset/data
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positively skewed. The reviews for training samples have a median length of 600 characters
ranging from 251 to 5000 characters.

Figure 1: Distribution of lengths of reviews for the training data set

We randomly select 600 samples for each category and split them randomly into a training
set of 400 and a testing set of 200 (i.e. the training to testing ratio is 2:1). We create the final
training and test sets from 4 sub training set and test sets. The final training set contains
1600 samples and the test set 800 samples.

Text Pre-processing

LDA does not consider language syntax and just uses “bag of words”. Therefore, the order
of the words is not important. Pre-processing includes removal of numbers, punctuations,
and extra white spaces. Some common words such as “a” and “and” referred to as stop
words are also eliminated as they do not add significant information on topics. In addition,
stemming is also carried-out to merge words of the same meaning but in different forms. For
example, “go”, “went” and “goes” can be merged into “go”. Table 1 shows the impact of
pre-processing on a sample review text. In this analysis, each review is considered to be a
document, according to the terminology introduced by Blei et al. (2003) and the complete
list of reviews from the training set is called a corpus. A training corpus is passed through
the text-processing before LDA analysis.
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Review Sample
Before pre-processing I was really impressed when I came here. I was seen right away

with no appointment. James is seriously thee best. He was friendly,
efficient, super helpful, and really went above and beyond. Eyeglass
World is lucky to have him. He answered all my questions and made
the process of getting my first pair of reading glasses easy. The place
is really clean, they have a really big selection, and their prices were
the best from every other place I called.

After pre-proccessing realli impress came seen right away appoint jame serious thee best
friend effici super help realli went beyond eyeglass world lucki an-
swer question made process get first pair read glass easi place realli
clean realli big select price best everi place call ill definit back frame

Table 1: Impact of text pre-processing

LDA analysis

A corpus needs to be converted into a document-term matrix before applying LDA analysis.
The term frequencies for a corpus can be found by summing row-wise. The top 100 most
widely used words in the training corpus are shown in Figure 2. It is expected that the words
such as dog, place, great, time appear in this top list for categories of Doctors and Pets. But,
the words such as get, just and one may not contribute to the determination of categories
and could have been removed as user-defined stop words.

Figure 2: Top 100 terms used in the training corpus shown in WordCloud
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Results and Discussion of the Analysis

For the training data set of 4 categories, we apply the function LDA() with a few different
starting seeds and k = 4. The best 4-topics are determined and the term distribution for
each of 4 topics are also found. Figure 3 shows the top 10 term frequencies. Those top 10 key
words can be readily used to identify the topics: topic #1 for Steakhouses, #2 for Fitness,
#3 for Doctors and #4 for Pets.

Figure 3: Distribution of terms in each of the 4 topics (only the top 10 terms shown)

The classification results for each topic are shown in Table 2. The Steakhouses category is
well classified with the lowest error rate of 8%, while the Doctors category has the largest error
rate. This may be because Doctors may share more common terms with Pets and Fitness.
The overall classification accuracy is calculated as Accuracy = correctly classified/total =
(287 + 323 + 314 + 367)/1600 = 81%.

Category Topic No Correct Incorrect Misclassifying Rate (%)
= Incorrect/400

3 2 4 1
Doctors 287 46 63 4 287 113 28
Fitness 52 323 18 7 323 77 19

Pets 63 18 314 5 314 86 22
Steakhouses 17 11 5 367 367 33 8

Table 2: Confusion matrix of topic classifications for training dataset (400 samples for each
category and 1600 in total)

To understand topic models, interactive visualization tools are very useful and the LDAvis
package provides such a tool. It allows us to skim from one topic to another with comparison
between the term frequencies of the current topic and of the whole corpus (only one screen
shot is shown in Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Interactive visualization using LDAvis library. The 4 categories are shown with term
frequencies over whole corpus (note that the numbers are not the same as topic numbers
found by LDA analysis: Doctors (1), Pets (2), Fitness (3) and SteakHouse (4))

Perplexity for Topic Quality

Perplexity is used to measure topic quality for topic models such as LDA. It calculates the
inverse log-likelihood of the testing dataset, i.e. the unobserved documents. The lower it is,
the better the model is assumed to be. As shown in Figure 5, perplexity decreases with an
increase in k, the number of topics. In practice, a model with too many topics may not be
considered optimal. In Figure 5, it looks like k=3 may be the optimal number of topics,
which is reasonable since we know that it contains 4 main categories.

Figure 5: Perplexity v.s. number of topics for training data
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Determination of the Optimal Number of Topics

Figure 6 shows the results of applying the four approaches for finding the optimal number of
topics discussed in the Theory section to the training dataset. Only the Deveauds approach
leads to a maximum with the k = 9. The other three do not lead to any valid optimal values.

Figure 6: Four metrics for estimation of optimal number of topics. For the two metrics by
Arun and Cao, the optimal K is the minimum point, while for the two the optimal k is the
maximum point.

To verify the suitability of the optimal k values determined by the above approaches,
we conduct LDA analysis with k = 9. The top 10 terms found in each of 9 topics LDA
has discovered are shown in Figure 7. By inspecting the term distribution of 9 topics, the
Steakhouse category seems to be split into two topics with little differences in the terms. It
seems that the approaches for the determination of optimal topics produce much higher k
values than necessary.

Figure 7: Distribution of terms in each of the 9 topics (only the top 10 terms shown)
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Evaluation with test dataset

Among the randomly selected 600 samples for each of the four categories, 200 samples are
used as the testing dataset. As we show in Table 3, the Steakhouse category has the lowest
misclassification rate and the Doctor category has the highest misclassification rate. The
accuracy is 81 % which is about the same as in the training set. The classification performance
of the LDA model seems to indicate that there is no over-fitting issue in the model.

Category Topic No Correct Incorrect Misclassifying Rate (%)
= Incorrect/200

2 4 1 3
Doctors 136 25 35 4 136 64 32
Fitness 22 164 7 7 164 36 18

Pets 22 11 159 8 159 41 20.5
Steakhouses 4 3 4 189 189 11 5.5

Table 3: Confusion matrix of topic classifications for testing dataset (200 samples for each
category and 800 in total)

Conclusion

Unsupervised topic modeling techniques in text mining seem to provide a feasible option to
handle large volumes of texts automatically. In this paper, we have briefly reviewed topic
modeling methods with a focus on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and we have briefly
described the theory and algorithm of LDA.

To evaluate the usefulness of LDA, we have analyzed Yelp data which contain large
volumes of unstructured reviews on businesses of different categories. Before applying LDA,
we did some data preparation and text-processing techniques to generate sample datasets,
split into training and testing datasets, including four categories: Doctors, Fitness, Pets and
Steakhouses.

LDA seems to produce an acceptable accuracy (∼ 81%) of classifications based on reviews
if the correct number of topics is given. The topic quality metric perplexity decreases with the
increase in the number of topics, but it seems reasonable to choose 3 or 4 topics. According
to Deveaud’s approach, the optimal number of topics is k=9. However, an LDA analysis with
k = 9 do not produce good categories easily recognized by human inspection.

The evaluation of the LDA model built on the training data seems to indicate low variance
though classification errors vary among different categories. These results could be improved
by increasing in sample data size or by removing user-defined stop words using Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF), for instance. It would also be interesting to observe how the
accuracy is affected by an increase in the number of business categories.
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library(NLP)
library(tm)
library(topicmodels)
library(lda)
library(NMF)

library(readr)
library(stringr)
library(tidyr)
library(dplyr)
library(wordcloud)
library(SnowballC)
library(RColorBrewer)
library(ggplot2)

library(data.table)
library(LDAvis)

library(qdap)
library(RTextTools)
library(fpc) 

library(tidytext)
library("ldatuning")

drive="D:"
path.upto <- paste("School/16_2018 Winter", "STAT 5703", sep="/" )

research.info <- "Research-TextMiningLDA"

code.dir <- paste(drive, path.upto, research.info, "Code", sep="/")
data.dir <- paste(drive, path.upto, research.info, "Data", sep="/")
work.dir <- paste(drive, path.upto, research.info, "Work", sep="/")
setwd(work.dir)
getwd()

#Interactive visualization using LDAvis library function
# display topic info.
# x is created from  tidy(lda) where lda is returned after LDA()analysis
topicmodels2LDAvis <- function(x, ...){
  post <- topicmodels::posterior(x)
  if (ncol(post[["topics"]]) < 3) stop("The model must contain > 2 topics")
  mat <- x@wordassignments
  LDAvis::createJSON(
    phi = post[["terms"]], 
    theta = post[["topics"]],
    vocab = colnames(post[["terms"]]),
    doc.length = slam::row_sums(mat, na.rm = TRUE),
    term.frequency = slam::col_sums(mat, na.rm = TRUE)
  )
}

"%w/o%" <- function(x,y) x[!x %in% y]

toSpace <- content_transformer(function(x, pattern) { return (gsub(pattern, " ", x))})
 
 # calculate the lengths of review text and create a list of lengths
 # data contains one column as "text"
 getReviewLengths <- function(data) {

 reviewLens <- rep(0, dim( data)[1])
 for (i in 1:dim( data)[1]) {
   tmp <-data[i,]
   reviewLens[i] <- stringr::str_length(as.character(tmp$text))
 }
 reviewLens
}

#text pre-processing: change to lower case; remove number, punctuation and stop words extra wite spaces
cleanCorpus <- function(corp) {
 corp <- tm_map(corp, content_transformer(tolower))
 corp <- tm_map(corp, removeNumbers)
 corp <- tm_map(corp, removePunctuation)
 corp <- tm_map(corp, removeWords, stopwords("english"))
 corp <- tm_map(corp, stripWhitespace) 
 corp
}

 

# ----------  DATA EXPLORATION and PREPARATION   -----------
# read first 500K data from >5 million yelp review data (yelp_review.csv; 3.7GB)  ( time-consume and pre-read and saved) 
#          to create 5 separate files and add two columns from 
#
#get100k_1 <- read.csv("yelp_review.csv", nrow = 100000, skip = 0)
#get100k_2 <- read.csv("yelp_review.csv", nrow = 100000, skip = 100000)
#get100k_3 <- read.csv("yelp_review.csv", nrow = 100000, skip = 200000)
#get100k_4 <- read.csv("yelp_review.csv", nrow = 100000, skip = 300000)
#get100k_5 <- read.csv("yelp_review.csv", nrow = 100000, skip = 400000)
#yelpBus <- read.csv("yelp_business.csv")
#categ <- as.character(yelpBus[,13])
#
# Add business name and categories from yelpBusto create and save 5 files
# "yelp_review_100k_ext_1.csv", "yelp_review_100k_ext_2.csv", "yelp_review_100k_ext_3.csv"
# "yelp_review_100k_ext_4.csv", "yelp_review_100k_ext_5.csv"
#

#
# extract 4 categories of data: Dotors, Fitness, Pet and Steak Hourse
# check review lengths and filter out samples with reviews < 300 chars
# randomly sampling 400 for traing and 200 for test (traing:test = 2/3:1/3)
# create traing and test sets of equally distributed of 4 categories 
newData1 <- read.csv("yelp_review_100k_ext_1.csv")
newData2 <- read.csv("yelp_review_100k_ext_2.csv")
newData3 <- read.csv("yelp_review_100k_ext_3.csv")
newData4 <- read.csv("yelp_review_100k_ext_4.csv")
newData5 <- read.csv("yelp_review_100k_ext_5.csv")

#get doctor cinics
vDoctor1 <- newData1[ (str_detect(newData1$categories, "Doctors")==TRUE),]
vDoctor2 <- newData2[ (str_detect(newData2$categories, "Doctors")==TRUE),]
vDoctor3 <- newData3[ (str_detect(newData3$categories, "Doctors")==TRUE),]
vDoctor4 <- newData4[ (str_detect(newData4$categories, "Doctors")==TRUE),]
vDoctor5 <- newData5[ (str_detect(newData5$categories, "Doctors")==TRUE),]

dim(vDoctor1)
dim(vDoctor2)
dim(vDoctor3)
dim(vDoctor4)

Guillemette, Simms, Zhou Appendix A: R code
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dim(vDoctor5)

doctors <- rbind(vDoctor1,vDoctor2,vDoctor3,vDoctor4,vDoctor5)
dim(doctors)
#write.csv(doctors, "doctors.csv")

#get fitness
vFitness1 <- newData1[ (str_detect(newData1$categories, "Fitness")==TRUE),]
vFitness2 <- newData2[ (str_detect(newData2$categories, "Fitness")==TRUE),]
vFitness3 <- newData3[ (str_detect(newData3$categories, "Fitness")==TRUE),]
vFitness4 <- newData4[ (str_detect(newData4$categories, "Fitness")==TRUE),]
vFitness5 <- newData5[ (str_detect(newData5$categories, "Fitness")==TRUE),]

dim(vFitness1)
dim(vFitness2)
dim(vFitness3)
dim(vFitness4)
dim(vFitness5)

fitnesses <- rbind(vFitness1, vFitness2,vFitness3,vFitness4,vFitness5)
dim(fitnesses)
#write.csv(fitnesses, "fitnesses.csv")

#get pet stores
vPet1 <- newData1[ (str_detect(newData1$categories, "Pet")==TRUE),]
vPet2 <- newData2[ (str_detect(newData2$categories, "Pet")==TRUE),]
vPet3 <- newData3[ (str_detect(newData3$categories, "Pet")==TRUE),]
vPet4 <- newData4[ (str_detect(newData4$categories, "Pet")==TRUE),]
vPet5 <- newData5[ (str_detect(newData5$categories, "Pet")==TRUE),]

dim(vPet1)
dim(vPet2)
dim(vPet3)
dim(vPet4)
dim(vPet5)

pets <- rbind(vPet1, vPet2, vPet3, vPet4, vPet5)
dim(pets)
#write.csv(pets, "pets.csv")

#get steakhouse
vSteakHouse1 <- newData1[ (str_detect(newData1$categories, "Steakhouses")==TRUE),]
vSteakHouse2 <- newData2[ (str_detect(newData2$categories, "Steakhouses")==TRUE),]
vSteakHouse3 <- newData3[ (str_detect(newData3$categories, "Steakhouses")==TRUE),]
vSteakHouse4 <- newData4[ (str_detect(newData4$categories, "Steakhouses")==TRUE),]
vSteakHouse5 <- newData5[ (str_detect(newData5$categories, "Steakhouses")==TRUE),]
dim(vSteakHouse1)
dim(vSteakHouse2)
dim(vSteakHouse3)
dim(vSteakHouse4)
dim(vSteakHouse5)

steakHouses <- rbind(vSteakHouse1,vSteakHouse2,vSteakHouse3, vSteakHouse4, vSteakHouse5)
dim(steakHouses)
#write.csv(steakHouses, "steakHouses.csv")

dim(doctors)
dim(fitnesses)
dim(pets)
dim(steakHouses)

ld <- getReviewLengths(doctors)
lf <- getReviewLengths(fitnesses)
lp <- getReviewLengths(pets)
ls <- getReviewLengths(steakHouses)

#show histogram of review lengths 
x11()
hist(lf, breaks = 20, col = "cyan", labels = TRUE, xlab = "Length of Reviews (char)", 
 ylab = "Number of Reviews", main = "fitnesses") 

x11()
hist(ld, breaks = 20, col = "cyan", labels = TRUE, xlab = "Length of Reviews (char)", 
 ylab = "Number of Reviews", main = "doctors") 

x11()
hist(ls, breaks = 20, col = "cyan", labels = TRUE, xlab = "Length of Reviews (char)", 
 ylab = "Number of Reviews", main = "steakHouses") 

x11()
hist(lp, breaks = 20, col = "cyan", labels = TRUE, xlab = "Length of Reviews (char)", 
 ylab = "Number of Reviews", main = "pets")
 

minChars <- 250
gDoctors <- doctors[ld>minChars,]
gFitness <- fitnesses[lf>minChars,]
gSteakHouses <- steakHouses[ ls>minChars,]
gPets <- pets[lp>minChars,]

dim(gDoctors)
dim(gFitness)
dim(gSteakHouses)
dim(gPets)

#sampling

nCateg <- 4
nSamplesPerCateg <- 600

ratio <- (2/3)

training.nPerCateg <- round(nSamplesPerCateg*ratio)
training.nPerCateg
test.nPerCateg <- nSamplesPerCateg - training.nPerCateg
test.nPerCateg

training.nSamples <- training.nPerCateg*nCateg
training.nSamples

test.nSamples <- test.nPerCateg*nCateg
test.nSamples

#doctors sampling
set.seed(3110)
doctors.ind <- sort(sample(1:dim(gDoctors)[1], nSamplesPerCateg, replace =FALSE))

tTrain.ind <- sort(sample(1:length(doctors.ind), training.nPerCateg, replace =FALSE))
tTest.ind <- (1:length(doctors.ind)) %w/o% tTrain.ind

train.doctors.ind <- doctors.ind [tTrain.ind]
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test.doctors.ind  <-  doctors.ind [tTest.ind]

train.doctors.samples <- gDoctors[train.doctors.ind,]
test.doctors.samples <- gDoctors[test.doctors.ind,]

#fitness sampling
set.seed(3130)
fitness.ind <- sort(sample(1:dim(gFitness)[1], nSamplesPerCateg, replace =FALSE))

tTrain.ind <- sort(sample(1:length(fitness.ind), training.nPerCateg, replace =FALSE))
tTest.ind <- (1:length(fitness.ind)) %w/o% tTrain.ind

train.fitness.ind <- fitness.ind [tTrain.ind]
test.fitness.ind  <-  fitness.ind [tTest.ind]

train.fitness.samples <- gFitness[train.fitness.ind,]
test.fitness.samples <- gFitness[test.fitness.ind,]

#pet sampling
set.seed(3150)
pet.ind <- sort(sample(1:dim(gPets)[1], nSamplesPerCateg, replace =FALSE))

tTrain.ind <- sort(sample(1:length(pet.ind), training.nPerCateg, replace =FALSE))
tTest.ind <- (1:length(pet.ind)) %w/o% tTrain.ind

train.pet.ind <- pet.ind [tTrain.ind]
test.pet.ind  <-  pet.ind [tTest.ind]

train.pet.samples <- gPets[train.pet.ind,]
test.pet.samples <- gPets[test.pet.ind,]

#steakhouse sampling
set.seed(3170)
steakhouse.ind <- sort(sample(1:dim(gSteakHouses)[1], nSamplesPerCateg, replace =FALSE))

tTrain.ind <- sort(sample(1:length(steakhouse.ind), training.nPerCateg, replace =FALSE))
tTest.ind <- (1:length(steakhouse.ind)) %w/o% tTrain.ind

train.steakhouse.ind <- steakhouse.ind [tTrain.ind]
test.steakhouse.ind  <-  steakhouse.ind [tTest.ind]

train.steakhouse.samples <- gSteakHouses[train.steakhouse.ind,]
test.steakhouse.samples <- gSteakHouses[test.steakhouse.ind,]

#combine 4 categories into one training and one test data set

train.samples <- rbind(train.doctors.samples, train.fitness.samples, train.pet.samples, train.steakhouse.samples)
test.samples <- rbind(test.doctors.samples, test.fitness.samples, test.pet.samples, test.steakhouse.samples)

#save to file (one extra col added x.1)
write.csv(train.samples[,2:12], "train.csv")
write.csv(test.samples[,2:12], "test.csv")

# read traing and test data from files -----
train.samples <- read.csv("train.csv")
test.samples <- read.csv("test.csv")

lTrain <- getReviewLengths(train.samples)
summary(lTrain)

#show histogram of review lengths 
x11()
hist(lTrain, breaks = 20, col = "cyan", labels = TRUE, xlab = "Length of Reviews (char)", 
 ylab = "Number of Reviews", main = "Training samples") 

 
lTest <- getReviewLengths(test.samples)
summary(lTest)

#show histogram of review lengths 
x11()
hist(lTest, breaks = 20, col = "cyan", labels = TRUE, xlab = "Length of Reviews (char)", 
 ylab = "Number of Reviews", main = "Test samples") 
 

 
# ------ Text pre-Processing -----------
corpus.train <- Corpus(VectorSource(train.samples$text))
corpus.test <- Corpus(VectorSource(test.samples$text))

ndocs.train <- length(corpus.train )
writeLines(as.character(corpus.train[[1]]))

ndocs.test <- length(corpus.test )
writeLines(as.character(corpus.test[[1]]))

#change case, remove number, punctuation, English stop words
corpus.train <- cleanCorpus(corpus.train)
writeLines(as.character(corpus.train[[1]]))

corpus.test <- cleanCorpus(corpus.test)
writeLines(as.character(corpus.test[[1]]))

#remove application specific words

corpus.train <- tm_map(corpus.train, stemDocument)
writeLines(as.character(corpus.train[[1]]))

corpus.test <- tm_map(corpus.test, stemDocument)
writeLines(as.character(corpus.test[[1]]))

# ---  Perform text analysis and LDA for training data

dtm.train <- DocumentTermMatrix(corpus.train)
dtm.train
class(dtm.train)

tdm.train <- TermDocumentMatrix(corpus.train)
tdm.train
freq.train <- rowSums(as.matrix(tdm.train))
length(freq.train)

#tdm1 <- TermDocumentMatrix(docs, control = list(wordLengths = c(1, Inf)))
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term.freq.train <- rowSums(as.matrix(tdm.train))
term.freq.train

df.train <- data.frame(term = names(term.freq.train), freq = term.freq.train)

x11()
ggplot(df.train[1:40,], aes(x = term[1:40], y = freq,  fill = freq)) + geom_bar(stat = "identity") +
    xlab("Terms") + ylab("Count") + coord_flip()
 
 

ord.train <- order(freq.train)

write.csv(freq.train[ord.train], "word_freq_train.csv")

# we can world cloud the bag-of-words for training data set

m <- as.matrix(tdm.train)
v <- sort(rowSums(m),decreasing=TRUE)
d <- data.frame(word = names(v),freq=v)
head(d, 10)

x11()
wordcloud(words = d$word, freq = d$freq, min.freq = 1,
          max.words=100, random.order=FALSE, rot.per=0.35, 
          colors=brewer.pal(8, "Dark2"))
    
 
 
 
# run LDA analysis
# ................
 

seed <-list(2003,5,63,100001,765,9122,88888)
nstart <- 7
best <- TRUE

#Run LDA using Gibbs sampling 
#Number of topics
k <- 4

lda.train <- LDA(dtm.train, k, control=list(nstart=nstart, seed = seed, best=best))
 
#write out results
#docs to topics
topics.train <- as.matrix(topics(lda.train))
write.csv(topics.train,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"DocsToTopics_train.csv"))

 
#top 6 terms in each topic
terms.train <- as.matrix(terms(lda.train,6))
write.csv(terms.train,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"TopicsToTerms_train.csv"))

 
#probabilities associated with each topic assignment
topicProbabilities.train <- as.data.frame(lda.train@gamma)
write.csv(topicProbabilities.train,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"TopicProbabilities_train.csv"))

 
#Find relative importance of top 2 topics
topic1ToTopic2.train <- lapply(1:nrow(dtm.train),function(x)
sort(topicProbabilities.train[x,])[k]/sort(topicProbabilities.train[x,])[k-1])

 
#Find relative importance of second and third most important topics
topic2ToTopic3.train <- lapply(1:nrow(dtm.train),function(x)
sort(topicProbabilities.train[x,])[k-1]/sort(topicProbabilities.train[x,])[k-2])

 
#write to file
write.csv(topic1ToTopic2.train,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"Topic1ToTopic2_train.csv"))
write.csv(topic2ToTopic3.train,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"Topic2ToTopic3_train.csv"))

#display top 10 term frequencies for each topic 
td.train <- tidy(lda.train)

top_terms.train <- td.train %>%
  group_by(topic) %>%
  top_n(10, beta) %>%
  ungroup() %>%
  arrange(topic, -beta)
top_terms.train

x11()
top_terms.train %>%
  mutate(term = reorder(term, beta)) %>%
  ggplot(aes(term, beta, fill = factor(topic))) +
  geom_bar(alpha = 0.8, stat = "identity", show.legend = FALSE) +
  facet_wrap(~ topic, scales = "free", ncol = 2) +
  coord_flip()
  
  
#intearctive visualization using LDAvis lib
serVis(topicmodels2LDAvis(lda.train))

topics.train <- as.matrix(topics(lda.train))

confMatrix.train <- matrix(rep(0, 16), 4, 4)
for (i in 1:4) {
 tt <- topics.train[(400*(i-1)+1):(400*i)]
 for (j in 1:4) {    
    confMatrix.train[i,j] <- sum(tt==j)
 }
}
confMatrix.train

#perform LDA analysis for test data used  -----------  TEST DATA

dtm.test <- DocumentTermMatrix(corpus.test)
dtm.test
class(dtm.test)

tdm.test <- TermDocumentMatrix(corpus.test)
tdm.test
freq.test <- rowSums(as.matrix(tdm.test))
length(freq.test)

#tdm1 <- TermDocumentMatrix(docs, control = list(wordLengths = c(1, Inf)))
term.freq.test <- rowSums(as.matrix(tdm.test))
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term.freq.test

df.test <- data.frame(term = names(term.freq.test), freq = term.freq.test)

x11()
ggplot(df.test[1:40,], aes(x = term[1:40], y = freq,  fill = freq)) + geom_bar(stat = "identity") +
    xlab("Terms") + ylab("Count") + coord_flip()
 
 

ord.test <- order(freq.test)

write.csv(freq.test[ord.test], "word_freq_test.csv")

# we can world cloud the bag-of-words for test set

m <- as.matrix(tdm.test)
v <- sort(rowSums(m),decreasing=TRUE)
d <- data.frame(word = names(v),freq=v)
head(d, 10)

x11()
wordcloud(words = d$word, freq = d$freq, min.freq = 1,
          max.words=100, random.order=FALSE, rot.per=0.35, 
          colors=brewer.pal(8, "Dark2"))
    
    
    

# run LDA analysis for test set

seed <-list(2003,5,63,100001,765,9122,88888)
nstart <- 7
best <- TRUE

#Number of topics
k <- 4

lda.test <- LDA(dtm.test, k, control=list(nstart=nstart, seed = seed, best=best))
 
#write out results
#docs to topics
topics.test <- as.matrix(topics(lda.test))
write.csv(topics.test,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"DocsToTopics_train.csv"))

 
#top 6 terms in each topic
terms.test <- as.matrix(terms(lda.test,6))
write.csv(terms.test,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"TopicsToTerms_train.csv"))

 
#probabilities associated with each topic assignment
topicProbabilities.test <- as.data.frame(lda.test@gamma)
write.csv(topicProbabilities.test,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"TopicProbabilities_train.csv"))

 
#Find relative importance of top 2 topics
topic1ToTopic2.test <- lapply(1:nrow(dtm.test),function(x)
sort(topicProbabilities.test[x,])[k]/sort(topicProbabilities.test[x,])[k-1])

 
#Find relative importance of second and third most important topics
topic2ToTopic3.test <- lapply(1:nrow(dtm.test),function(x)
sort(topicProbabilities.test[x,])[k-1]/sort(topicProbabilities.test[x,])[k-2])

 
#write to file
write.csv(topic1ToTopic2.test,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"Topic1ToTopic2_test.csv"))
write.csv(topic2ToTopic3.test,file=paste("LDAGibbs",k,"Topic2ToTopic3_test.csv"))

#display top 10 term frequencies for test set
td.test <- tidy(lda.test)

top_terms.test <- td.test %>%
  group_by(topic) %>%
  top_n(10, beta) %>%
  ungroup() %>%
  arrange(topic, -beta)
top_terms.test

x11()
top_terms.test %>%
  mutate(term = reorder(term, beta)) %>%
  ggplot(aes(term, beta, fill = factor(topic))) +
  geom_bar(alpha = 0.8, stat = "identity", show.legend = FALSE) +
  facet_wrap(~ topic, scales = "free", ncol = 2) +
  coord_flip()
  
 
#intearctive visualization using LDAvis lib
serVis(topicmodels2LDAvis(lda.test))

topics.test <- as.matrix(topics(lda.test))

# 
confMatrix.test <- matrix(rep(0, 16), 4, 4)
for (i in 1:4) {
 tt <- topics.test[(200*(i-1)+1):(200*i)]
 for (j in 1:4) {    
    confMatrix.test[i,j] <- sum(tt==j)
 }
}
confMatrix.test  

#find optimal k values ** it may take some time

result <- FindTopicsNumber(
  dtm.train,
  topics = seq(from = 2, to = 25, by = 1),
  metrics = c( "Arun2010",  "CaoJuan2009", "Griffiths2004", "Deveaud2014"),
  method = "Gibbs",
  control = list(seed = 8888),
  mc.cores = 4L,
  verbose = TRUE
)

FindTopicsNumber_plot(result)
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# perplxity metric for topic model

# ...........
ldak <- {}
pp  <- as.vector(rep(0, 15))
seeds <- sample(1:10000, 9)

for (j in c(2,3,4,5,8,10,15, 20, 30)) {
    minPP <- 100000
 minLad <- {}
 
 for (m in 1:1) {
      sd <- seeds[j]
      ldax <-  LDA(dtm.train, k = j, control = list(seed = sd))
      pt <- perplexity(ldax)
   if(minPP > pt) {
       minPP <-  pt
    minLad <- ldax
    }
  }
  
    pp[j] <- minPP
 ldak <- c(ldak, minLad)
    j
 pp[j]
 
}

x11()
plot(c(2,3,4,5,8,10,15, 20, 30), pp[c(2,3,4,5,8,10,15, 20, 30)],  
   xlab = "K", ylab = "Perplexity", type="o")
  
  
   
#test multiple k values
k=9
lda.train.9 <- LDA(dtm.train, k, control=list(nstart=nstart, seed = seed, best=best))

td.train.9 <- tidy(lda.train.9)

top_terms.train.9 <- td.train.9 %>%
  group_by(topic) %>%
  top_n(10, beta) %>%
  ungroup() %>%
  arrange(topic, -beta)
top_terms.train.9

x11()
top_terms.train.9 %>%
  mutate(term = reorder(term, beta)) %>%
  ggplot(aes(term, beta, fill = factor(topic))) +
  geom_bar(alpha = 0.8, stat = "identity", show.legend = FALSE) +
  facet_wrap(~ topic, scales = "free", ncol = 2) +
  coord_flip()
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